
Scottish Government response to the Public Audit Committee, dated 19 May 
2013 
 
I welcomed the publication on 10 March of the Committee’s report on the framework 
for auditing the Scottish rate of income tax (SRIT). The Committee has invested 
significant time in considering this issue and formulating its recommendations for the 
Scottish Government, HMRC, the National Audit Office (NAO), and Audit Scotland 
(AS). A transparent and robust auditing framework for SRIT is important in providing 
assurance that the correct level of receipts from SRIT is included in the funding 
available to Scotland, and that HMRC deliver value for money in implementing and 
operating the tax. 
 
As the Committee’s report notes, the Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) on 
implementing SRIT between the Scottish Government and HMRC, which your 
Committee contributed to last year, continues to provide a useful foundation for this 
further work. The on-going engagement of my officials with HMRC on the 
implementation of the project helps to ensure that Scottish requirements are taken 
into account in further developing all aspects of the work, including the audit 
framework. The framework will continue to evolve as we approach the 
commencement of SRIT in April 2016.  As noted in our annual report to the 
Parliament on progress with implementing the financial provisions in the Scotland 
Act 2012, we believe that significant progress was made on SRIT during 2013-14 
and that project oversight arrangements are in place that will help ensure that this 
momentum is maintained.   
 
I am encouraged by the engagement of the NAO and AS on the particular issue of 
audit and reporting arrangements, and I welcome the commitment of the two bodies 
to work together on the audit of SRIT. While the details of these arrangements are 
still to be finalised, it is clear that this collaborative approach will provide further 
assurance on the effectiveness of the implementation and operation of SRIT. 
 
I welcome the opportunity to respond the recommendations of the Committee.  In the 
paragraphs below I respond to the key points made in the Committee’s executive 
summary that are directed to the Scottish Government, and also to one or two 
additional points that appear in the body of the report. 
 
Assessing the effectives of HMRC’s compliance activities – paragraph 13 
 

The Committee would welcome clarification from the Scottish 
Government of how it intends to assess the effectiveness of HMRC’s 
compliance activities in relation the SRIT. 

 
We regard a robust enforcement and compliance regime for the operation of SRIT as 
essential. The MoU agreed between the SG and HMRC sets out the basis for 
compliance activity.  It provides that: 
 

 HMRC will conduct risk analysis and assessment, and compliance and anti-
avoidance activity, on Scottish taxpayers in accordance with its normal 
targeting priorities in relation to income tax. 



 HMRC's risk processes will take into account changes in the Scottish rate, 
which will affect the distribution of risk, and will make no distinction, pound for 
pound, between income tax levied by the UK Parliament and that levied by 
the Scottish Parliament. 

 HMRC will also conduct risk analysis and assessment, and compliance and 
anti-avoidance activity, on individuals in relation to Scottish taxpayer status, 
and on employers to ensure that PAYE systems are being operated properly 
in accounting for SRIT. The nature of this risk and compliance activity will be 
discussed with SG. Where SG proposes that further activity should be carried 
out in respect of SRIT and it is agreed that this is feasible and would reduce 
revenue risk and improve compliance, HMRC will carry out such activity. This 
would be charged for on the basis set out at 4.2 [of the MoU].  

 
The details of the proposed enforcement and compliance regime are being 
developed further by HMRC as part of the implementation project, in consultation 
with SG officials. This ensures that our requirements can be incorporated. As I have 
already noted the enforcement and compliance regime will evolve through the 
periods of implementation and operation, including the provision of operational 
information about compliance activity carried out by HMRC, and the results of that 
activity.  There will be continuous engagement between HMRC and SG officials to 
ensure that the compliance approach remains appropriate and serves Scottish 
needs.  This will include, in particular, the approach to maintaining an accurate and 
up to date database of Scottish taxpayers, and ensuring that appropriate compliance 
checks are ready to mitigate risks associated with the Scottish rate being set at a 
level other than 10p.  We will keep under review the question of whether, in addition 
to these points that apply uniquely to the process of assessing and collecting SRIT, 
additional compliance action in relation to SRIT is required beyond that already 
undertaken by HMRC in relation to UK income tax in general. 
 
A key component in ensuring the effectiveness of the compliance regime will be the 
scrutiny applied to SRIT collection, once in operation, by the NAO and AS. This 
scrutiny will provide external validation of the process and will thus add further 
assurance.   
 
Publication of Scottish migration data – paragraph 14 
 

The Committee recommends that the Scottish Government publishes its 
data on Scottish migration patterns as this will assist the Parliament to 
consider the impact of differing levels of SRIT on these patterns. 

 
The SG takes a proactive approach to the publication of data. Population data is 
provided by the National Records of Scotland (formerly the General Register Office 
for Scotland) and covers a range of demographic trends. The SG website already 
provides links to this data and presents numerous high level summaries of statistical 
trends including migration data which sets out trends in migration; origin and 
destination of migrants; age and sex of migrants; and migration and the distribution 
of people in Scotland.  
 
Scottish Government’s accounting for SRIT – paragraph 15 
 



The Committee would welcome confirmation that as part of the information 
on actual SRIT receipts, the draft budget will also set out clearly: 

 the interaction between actual SRIT receipts in one year with 
its effect  on the block grant in a subsequent year; and 

 the relationship between actual SRIT receipts and the final 
block grant allocation figure in the Scottish Consolidated 
Accounts for the same corresponding year. 

 
The Scottish Government will set out full information on the budgetary impact of the 
operation of SRIT, including the interplay between SRIT outturn receipts and the 
effect on the following block grant adjustment. The intention is that this should be 
done annually in the draft Budget, and also in the SG annual report and accounts. 
The exact form of this reporting remains under discussion at this time.  
 
I expect that the nature and timing of the information to be included in the draft 
Budget from 2016-17 will be covered in a revised Written Agreement between the 
Scottish Parliament and SG, to be considered on the Parliament’s behalf by the 
Finance Committee. I would further expect a revised Written Agreement to be 
discussed with the Finance Committee and, subject to their approval, finalised by the 
end of this calendar year.  
 
Turning to information in the annual accounts, the first SG accounts that will include 
information about income from SRIT will be published in respect of 2016-17 in 
summer / autumn 2017, when the draft Budget for 2018-19 is being finalised.  We 
will ensure that sufficient information is provided to clearly set out the interplay 
between SRIT receipts and the block grant adjustment.         
 
Scottish Government Reporting of SRIT trends – paragraph 16 
 

The Committee also recommends that the Scottish Government 
provides an annual summary of tax trends in tax collection alongside 
the information on actual SRIT receipts in the draft budget documents. 
This will provide context for any variances in actual SRIT receipts. 

 
I can assure the Committee that the Scottish Government will take a close interest in 
the reasons for variances between SRIT forecasts and outturn receipts. The 
Committee will be aware that collection rates are only one of a variety of reasons for 
why actual receipts may differ from forecast, and I would not want to restrict any 
narrative to this reason alone. HMRC have previously set out, most notably in the 
oral evidence to the Finance Committee by the Additional Accounting Officer on 8 
May 2013, how they expect the accuracy of SRIT forecasts to develop over time.  
This is of course a key reason for planning in a transition period of 2 or 3 years.  
Through this period we, OBR and HMRC will gain a fuller understanding of the 
accuracy of SRIT forecasts, leading to more accurate forecasts in future and a better 
understanding of reasons for divergence between forecast and outturn receipts.  
 
Other Issues – HMRC performance relating to SRIT telephone calls – paragraph 108 
 

…the Committee would request a further update from the Scottish 
Government by summer 2015 on the progress of its discussions with 



HMRC regarding performance measures relating to SRIT telephone 
calls. 

 
We would be very happy to provide such an update by summer 2015. 
 
Audit scrutiny of other financial information – paragraphs 123 & 124 
 

The Committee also agrees with the AGS that transparency will be 
improved if any proposed use of the cash reserve is included within the 
annual budget documents and would therefore welcome confirmation 
from the Scottish Government of how it proposes to address this. 

 
In its interim report the Committee observed that, in relation to 
borrowing for capital and other purposes by the Scottish Government, it 
was good practice for the supporting notes to accounts to analyse the 
amounts due to be repaid within one year and those due to be repaid 
after more than one year. The Committee would welcome confirmation 
from the Scottish Government that it intends to adopt this good 
practice. 

 
We can confirm that the principle of these recommendations will be accommodated 
by the Scottish Government, and that the practical arrangements for doing so are 
currently being discussed. 
 
Finally, I hope that this response to the Committee’s report is helpful, and I look 
forward to providing the Committee with a further update on these issues in due 
course.  
 
 

JOHN SWINNEY 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  


